Waste management provisions on new DZP environment blog

The Law Firm Domański Zakrzewski Palinka has launched another specialist blog – DZP for the environment at http://srodowisko.dzp.pl/. The blog is run by lawyers in our Infrastructure and Energy Practice and is addressed to the wide circle of people who are interested in environmental issues.

The aim of the blog is to create a platform for comments and an exchange of views on the most interesting solutions for the performance of investments serving environmental protection. DZP's experts will be setting out their views in order to better prepare and more effectively implement infrastructure investments in the environmental sector or those that contain an environmental element. Thus we would like to help in the search for optimum solutions, e.g. by pointing out the numerous deficiencies and errors in applicable laws and bills and to promote sensible and logical law interpretations.

In the near future the blog's editorial staff will be discussing issues related to the so-called “waste revolution”, as radical changes to the municipal waste management system have given rise to many interpretational doubts and also emotions.

As with our other blogs, DZP makes published materials available under a Creative Commons licence. The idea behind the blog is worth promulgating and as a tool it is highly practical for users. The contents of the blog can be reprinted, in compliance with the IP law procedures indicated on the website.

The blog has been registered as a magazine and its editorial staff are: Katarzyna Kuźma (editor-in-chief), Marcin Krakowiak, Wojciech Hartung, Daniel Chojnacki, Anna Glapa, Sebastian Pietrzyk, Izabela Prokofi, Katarzyna Radzewicz, Magdalena Zabłocka, Karolina Szymczak and Przemysław Zdrajkowski.

Domański Zakrzewski Palinka was established in 1993. Since then it has systematically expanded its potential. For many years now DZP has been the largest independent Polish law firm. Its comprehensive tax and legal advisory for clients from all sectors is based on the in-depth knowledge and practical experience of our experts.
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